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Stability and Well-posedness of a Nonlinear
Railway Track Model
M. Sajjad Edalatzadeh and Kirsten A. Morris

Abstract—Railway tracks rest on a foundation known for
exhibiting nonlinear viscoelastic behavior. Railway track deflec-
tions are modeled by a semilinear partial differential equation.
This paper studies the stability of solutions to this equation
in presence of an input. With the aid of a suitable Lyapunov
function, existence and exponential stability of classical solutions
is established for certain inputs. The Lyapunov function is further
used to find an a-priori estimate of the solutions, and also to study
the input-to-state stability (ISS) of mild solutions.

Index Terms—Distributed parameter systems, flexible struc-
tures, partial differential equations, nonlinear systems, input-to-
state stability.

I. INTRODUCTION

STABILITY analysis of nonlinear partial differential equa-
tions (PDE’s) modeling flexible structures has attracted

railway tracks [12], [13]. Track deflections induced by train
passage are a cause of ride discomfort, fatigue in railway,
and disturbances to nearby buildings [12]. Thus, the vibrations
need to be carefully monitored and controlled.

This paper focuses on well-posedness and stability, with re-
spect to both initial conditions, and inputs of this model. Input-
to-state stability (ISS) does not generalize in a straightforward
way to infinite dimensions; see [14] for counter examples.
Input-to-state stability theory has been extended in recent
years to include systems of infinite dimension. In [15], a
comparison between ISS theory of finite-dimensional systems
and that of infinite-dimensional systems is presented. In [16],
ISS of a class of linear infinite dimensional control systems
with nonlinear feedbacks is discussed. The nonlinear feedback
satisfies a sector condition that does not apply to the nonlin-
earity in this paper. In [17], strict Lyapunov functions were
used to investigate the stability of nonlinear heat equation;
also, such Lyapunov functions were used to establish a robust
stability of the equation in presence of a convection term
and uncertainties. Integral input-to-state stability is a weaker
property than ISS. In [18], integral ISS is discussed. In [19],
the relation between iISS and ISS is discussed for linear
systems with an unbounded control operator. ISS with respect
to boundary inputs and disturbances has also been studied
in [20]–[22]. In [22], ISS of the reaction-diffusion-advection
equation with boundary and in-domain point-wise sensing and
actuation is considered.

In this paper, a Lyapunov function is used to establish ISS
for the nonlinear controlled railway track model. To construct
the Lyapunov function, the multiplier method [23] is used.
Furthermore, a density argument is used to prove the ISS
of the model when the inputs are not differentiable. In such
cases, the Lyapunov function is also non-differentiable. A
density argument was also used in [24, Lemma 2.2.3], where
the control system is assumed to have a transition map that
continuously depends on both initial conditions and inputs.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is a short sec-
tion containing notation and definitions. Section 3 introduces
the railway track model and discusses well-posedness of this
model. Section 4 presents existence and exponential stability
of classical solutions to the PDE while section 5 is devoted to
the stability of mild solutions.

II. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS

Let X and U be Banach spaces, and I ⊂ R be a possibly
unbounded interval. The function space Cm(I;X) consists of
all m times continuously differentiable X-valued functions,

attention in the past few decades. To name but a few of 
the publications in this field; i n [ 1], b oundary stabilization 
of a nonlinear beam clamped at one end and supported by a 
nonlinear bearing at the other end is studied. In [2], authors 
investigated asymptotic behavior of a semilinear viscoelastic 
beam model including a memory term. The nonlinearity is 
assumed to satisfy some growth assumption. In [3], asymptotic 
stability of Falk model of shape memory alloys is studied 
using energy method. In [4], [5], boundary stabilization of 
a nonlinear micro-beam model is studied using linearizion 
technique together with Lyapunov method. The von Karman 
model of slender beams has also been investigated in many 
papers. In a recent study, Liu et al. considered asymptotic sta-
bility of von Karman beam with thermo-viscoelastic damping 
[6]. Nonlinear PDE’s with a fourth order spatial derivative 
are not limited to flexible s tructures; a n e xample i s Cahn-
Hilliard equation with inertial term which describes the phase 
separation of binary fluids; see for example, [7].

The nonlinear railway track model in this paper was de-
scribed in [8]. The nonlinearity in this model is caused by the 
railway support ballast which is known for highly nonlinear 
viscoelastic behavior [9]. Another nonlinear model for railway 
tracks has been suggested [10]. Unlike the previous model, 
this model also includes shear deformations in flexible track 
beams. This railway track model was used to study the 
effect of passing vehicles on pavements [11]. There are also 
studies devoted to the vibration monitoring and control of
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L2
loc(I;U) is the space of all strongly measurable functions

u : I → U, t 7→ u(t), for which ‖u(t)‖U is in L2
loc(I,R).

Denoted by PC(R+;U) is the space of all bounded, piecewise
continuous U-valued function over R+.

The comparison function sets K , K∞, L , and K L are
defined as

K :={γ : R+ → R+| γ is continuous,
strictly increasing, and γ(0) = 0}, (1)

K∞ :={γ ∈ K | γ is unbounded}, (2)
L :={γ : R+ → R+| γ is continuous,

strictly decreasing, and lim
t→∞

γ(t) = 0}, (3)

K L :={β : R+ × R+ → R+|β is continuous,
β(·, t) ∈ K , β(r, ·) ∈ L , ∀t ≥ 0, ∀r > 0}. (4)

Let x indicate the state, and u the input. For linear operators
A : D(A) ⊂ X → X, B : U → X, and possibly nonlinear
operator F(·) : X→ X, consider the initial value problem{

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + F(x(t)) + Bu(t), t > 0,
x(0) = x0 ∈ X. (IVP)

Definition 2.1: [25, Definition 4.2.1] (Classical Solution) A
function x : [0, T ) → X is a classical solution to (IVP) on
[0, T ) if x is continuous on [0, T ), continuously differentiable
on (0, T ), x(t) ∈ D(A) for 0 < t < T , and (IVP) is satisfied.

Definition 2.2: (Mild Solution) Let A be the infinitesimal
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup T (t). If x ∈
C([0, T ];X) satisfies

x(t) =T (t)x0 (5)

+

∫ t

0

T (t− s)F(x(s))ds+

∫ t

0

T (t− s)Bu(s)ds,

for every x0 ∈ X, it is said to be a mild solution to (IVP).
In the following definitions, it is assumed that a unique mild

solution to (IVP) exists for any u ∈ PC(R+;U).
Definition 2.3: [15, Definition 9] (Input-to-state Stability)

The (IVP) is called input-to-state stable (ISS) if there exist β ∈
K L and γ ∈ K such that for all x0 ∈ X, u ∈ PC(R+;U),
and t > 0 the mild solution (5) satisfies

‖x(t)‖ ≤ β(‖x0‖ , t) + γ

(
sup
t≥0
‖u(t)‖U

)
. (6)

The Dini derivative of a function V : D(⊂ X)→ R+ along
trajectories of (IVP) is

V̇u(x0) := lim sup
t→0+

1

t
(V (x(t))− V (x0)). (7)

Definition 2.4: [15, Definition 11] (ISS Lyapunov Function)
A continuous function V : D(⊂ X) → R+ is called an
ISS Lyapunov function on D, if there exist ψ1, ψ2 ∈ K∞,
α ∈ K∞, and σ ∈ K such that for all x0 ∈ X, u(t) ∈
PC(R+;U),

ψ1(‖x‖) ≤ V (x) ≤ ψ2(‖x‖), ∀x ∈ X, (8)

and
V̇u(x0) ≤ −α(‖x0‖) + σ

(
sup
t≥0
‖u(t)‖U

)
. (9)

III. WELL-POSEDNESS OF RAILWAY TRACK
MODEL

Railway tracks rest on ballast which is known to exhibit
nonlinear viscoelastic behavior. Considering the Kelvin-Voigt
damping in the track beam, the semi-linear partial differential
equation governing the motion of the track w(ξ, t) on ξ ∈ [0, `]
is [8]

ρa∂
2w
∂t2 + ∂

∂ξ2 (EI ∂
2w
∂ξ2 + Cd

∂3w
∂ξ2∂t ) + µ∂w∂t + kw

+αw3 = u(ξ, t),

w(ξ, 0) = w0(ξ), ∂w
∂t (ξ, 0) = v0(ξ),

w(0, t) = w(`, t) = 0,

EI ∂
2w
∂ξ2 (0, t) + Cd

∂3w
∂ξ2∂t (0, t) = 0,

EI ∂
2w
∂ξ2 (`, t) + Cd

∂3w
∂ξ2∂t (`, t) = 0,

(10)

where the positive constants E, I , ρ, a, and ` are the modulus
of elasticity, second moment of inertia, density of the beam,
cross-sectional area, and length of the beam, respectively. The
linear and nonlinear parts of the foundation elasticity corre-
spond to the positive coefficients k and α, respectively. The
constant µ > 0 is the damping coefficient of the foundation,
and Cd ≥ 0 is the coefficient of Kelvin-Voigt damping in
the beam. The external force exerted on the railway track
by moving trains, active dampers, or other external force, is
denoted by u(ξ, t). The model considered here differs from
that in [8] by the inclusion of Kelvin-Voigt damping in the
beam if Cd has a non-zero value, although Cd > 0 is not
assumed in the analysis.

Let v = ∂w/∂t. Define the state space X = H2(0, `) ∩
H1

0 (0, `)× L2(0, `) with norm

‖(w, v)‖2 =

∫ `

0

EIw2
ξξ + kw2 + ρav2 dξ, (11)

where the subscript ·ξ denotes the derivative with respect to
ξ. Define the closed self-adjoint positive operator

A0w := wξξξξ,

D(A0) :=
{
w ∈ H4(0, `)|w(0) = w(`) = 0,

wξξ(0) = wξξ(`) = 0} , (12)

and also define

AKV (w, v) :=

(
v,− 1

ρa
A0(EIw + Cdv)

)
, (13)

with

D(AKV ) :=
{

(w, v) ∈ X| v ∈ H2(0, `) ∩H1
0 (0, `),

EIw + Cdv ∈ D(A0)} . (14)

Also, let u ∈ U := L2(0, `), and define the linear operators
K, A, B, and the nonlinear operator F(·) as

K(w, v) := (0,− 1

ρa
(µv + kw)), (15)

A := AKV +K, with D(A) = D(AKV ), (16)

Bu := (0,
1

ρa
u), (17)

F(w, v) := (0,− α

ρa
w3). (18)



With these definitions and by setting the state x(t) =
(w(·, t), v(·, t)), initial condition x0 = (w0(·), v0(·)), and the
input u(t) = u(·, t), the state space representation of the
railway track IVP is{

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + F(x(t)) + Bu(t), t > 0,
x(0) = x0 ∈ X.

Notice that the nonlinear term w3 is in L2(0, `) since
H2(0, `) ⊂ C([0, `]). Thus, the nonlinear operator F(·) is
well-defined on X. It is also locally Lipschitz continuous; see
[26, Lem. 6.1] where it is shown to be continuously Fréchet
differentiable on X. Also, the bounded operator B maps an
input u ∈ L2(0, `) into the state space X. This input space is
used in many applications.

It is well known that AKV generates a strongly continuous
contraction semigroup on X; see [27]. The operator K is a
bounded linear operator on X and so the operator A, with
the same domain as AKV , generates a strongly continuous
semigroup on X [25, Cor. 3.2.2]. The assumption that µ > 0
implies that A generates an exponentially stable semigroup.

Theorem 3.1: [26, Theorem 3.1] Let A be the infinitesimal
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup. If the nonlinear
operator F(·) is locally Lipschitz continuous on X, then for
every x0 ∈ X and positive number R, there exist T > 0 such
that (IVP) admits a unique mild solution x ∈ C([0, T ];X) for
all u ∈ Lp(0, T ;U), ‖u‖Lp(0,T ;U) ≤ R, 1 < p <∞.
Thus, by Theorem 3.1, a unique local (in time) mild solution
to railway IVP is ensured.

If the input admits further regularity, a mild solution is also
a classical solution.

Theorem 3.2: [25, Theorem 6.1.5] Let A be the infinitesimal
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup T (t) on X. If
u ∈ C1([0, T ];U) and the nonlinear operator F(·) is contin-
uously Fréchet differentiable on X, then the mild solution of
(IVP) with x0 ∈ D(A) is a classical solution.

IV. STABILITY OF CLASSICAL SOLUTIONS

The existing literature does not predict the existence of a
global solution to the railway track PDE model. To investigate
the existence and stability of a global solution, a Lyapunov
method [28] together with the multiplier method [23] is used.
Let c be a constant to be determined. Define, for any x ∈ X,

V (x) = (19)∫ `

0

EI(wξξ)
2 + kw2 +

α

2
w4 + ρav2 + 2cwv dξ.

Lemma 4.1: Let c satisfy

0 < c <
√
ρka. (20)

Then, there exist positive numbers cl, cu, and ce such that for
every x ∈ X,

cl ‖x‖2 ≤ V (x) ≤ cu ‖x‖2 + ch ‖x‖4 . (21)

Proof: Young’s inequality implies that for all ε1 > 0∣∣∣ ∫ `

0

2cwv dξ
∣∣∣ ≤ c∫ `

0

ε1w
2 +

1

ε1
v2 dξ. (22)

This inequality gives the following lower bound on V :

V (x) ≥
∫ `

0

EI(wξξ)
2 + (k − cε1)w2 +

α

2
w4

+

(
ρa− c

ε1

)
v2 dξ. (23)

Define
cl = min{1− cε1

k
, 1− c

ρaε1
}. (24)

The condition (20) on c implies that there exists a number ε1
satisfying c/ρa < ε1 < k/c, which ensures that cl > 0. The
inequality (23) can then be re-written as

V (x) ≥ cl ‖x‖2 . (25)

Furthermore, apply the inequality (22) to (19) and define
cu = 1 + max{cε1/k, c/(ε1ρa)} to obtain

V (x) ≤
∫ `

0

EIw2
ξξ + (k + cε1)w2 +

α

2
w4

+ (ρa+
c

ε1
)v2 dξ

≤ cu ‖x‖2 +
α

2

∫ `

0

w4 dξ. (26)

Recall the continuous embedding H2(0, `) ↪→ L4(0, `). Let-
ting ce be the embedding constant,

V (x) ≤ cu ‖x‖2 +
α

2

∫ `

0

w4 dξ

≤ cu ‖x‖2 +
αce
2

(∫ `

0

w2
ξξ dξ

)2

≤ cu ‖x‖2 +
αce

2(EI)2
‖x‖4 . (27)

Set ch = αce/2(EI)2 in the above inequality to complete the
proof.

The derivative of the Lyapunov function along trajectories
of the railway track IVP exists for every x0 ∈ D(A) and
continuously differentiable input. In the next lemma, if Cd =
0, set 1/Cd =∞.

Lemma 4.2: Let [0, T ] be the interval of existence of the
classical solution x(t) to the railway track IVP with x0 ∈
D(A) and u ∈ C1([0, T ];U). Then, the Lyapunov function
V (x(t)) is differentiable with respect to time. Moreover, let c
satisfy

0 < c < min

{
4ρaEI

Cd
,

4ρakµ

µ2 + 4ρak
,

4ρakµ

1 + 4ρak

}
. (28)

Then, there are positive constants ε3 and ω such that the
derivative V̇ (x(t)) satisfies for all t ∈ [0, T ]

V̇ (x(t)) ≤ ε3 ‖u(t)‖2U − ωV (x(t)). (29)

Proof: Since x0 ∈ D(A) and u ∈ C1([0, T ];U), the
state x(t) is differentiable on [0, T ]. The derivative of the
Lyapunov function along trajectories of the railway track IVP
is

V̇ (x(t)) = 2

∫ `

0

EIwξξẇξξ + kwẇ + αw3ẇ + ρav̇v

+ cẇv + cwv̇ dξ. (30)



Substituting the time derivatives from the railway track model
(10) leads to

V̇ (x(t)) = 2

∫ `

0

EIwξξvξξ + kwv + αw3v

− v((EIw + Cdv)ξξξξ + kw + µv + αw3 + u(ξ, t))

+ cv2 − c

ρa
w((EIw + Cdv)ξξξξ + kw + µv

+ αw3 + u(ξ, t)) dξ. (31)

Performing repeated integration by parts and using the bound-
ary conditions lead to

V̇ (x(t)) = −2

[(
v +

c

ρa
w

)
(EIw + Cdv)ξξξ

−
(
vξ +

c

ρa
wξ

)
(EIw + Cdv)ξξ

]`
0

− 2

∫ `

0

EIc

ρa
(wξξ)

2 +
kc

ρa
w2 +

αc

ρa
w4 + (µ− c)v2

+ Cdv
2
ξξ dξ − 2

∫ `

0

µc

ρa
wv +

Cdc

ρa
wξξvξξ dξ

− 2

∫ `

0

u(ξ, t)(v +
c

ρa
w) dξ. (32)

Young’s inequalities (such as inequality (22)) are used to
bound the product terms. Letting ε1, ε2 and ε3 be positive
constants,

V̇ (x(t)) ≤ ε3 ‖u(t)‖2U −
2

ρa

∫ `

0

(EI − Cdε2
2

)c(wξξ)
2

+ (k − µε1
2
− c

2ρaε3
)cw2 + αcw4

+ (ρaµ− ρac− µc

2ε1
− ρaε3

2
)v2

+ (ρa− c

2ε2
)Cd(vξξ)

2 dξ. (33)

Define the constant

ω0 =
2c

ρa
min

{
1− Cdε2

2EI
, 1− µε1

2k
− c

2ρaε3k
,

µ

c
− 1− µ

2ε1ρa
− ε3

2c
,
ρa

c
− 1

2ε2

}
. (34)

The constant ω0 needs to be positive. Thus, the constants ε1,
ε2, and ε3 are required to satisfy

0 < ε1 <
2k

µ
− c

ρaε3µ
, (35)

c

2ρa
< ε2 <

2EI

Cd
, (36)

0 < ε3 < 2µ− 2c− µc

ε1ρa
. (37)

There is a positive number ε2 satisfying (36) if

0 < c <
4ρaEI

Cd
. (38)

Also, inequalities (35) and (37) have a solution for ε1 and ε3
if

0 < c < min

{
4ρakµ

µ2 + 4ρak
,

4ρakµ

1 + 4ρak

}
. (39)

Inequality (33) can then be re-written as

V̇ (x(t)) ≤ ε3 ‖u(t)‖2U (40)

− ω0

∫ `

0

EI(wξξ)
2 + kw2 + αw4 + ρav2 + Cd(vξξ)

2 dξ.

Using Young’s inequality, an upper bound on the Lyapunov
function is

V (x(t)) ≤ r
∫ `

0

EI(wξξ)
2 + kw2 + αw4 + ρav2 dξ, (41)

where
r = 1 + max{cε1

k
,
c

ρaε2
}. (42)

Use this upper bound in (40)

V̇ (x(t)) ≤ ε3 ‖u(t)‖2U −
ω0

r
V (x(t)). (43)

Set ω = ω0/r to complete the proof.
The next theorem uses the Lyapunov function to show that

a unique classical solution exists on arbitrary intervals of time
for a large class of inputs. It also ensures exponential stability
of the solution for some inputs.

Theorem 4.3: Let cl, cu, ch, ω, and ε3 be the same constants
as in Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2. If x0 ∈ D(A) and
u ∈ C1(R+;U), then the unique classical solution x(t) to
the railway track IVP exists for all t ≥ 0 and satisfies

‖x(t)‖2 ≤ e−ωt
(
cu
cl
‖x0‖2 +

ch
cl
‖x0‖4

)
+
ε3
ω

(1− e−ωt) max
s∈[0,t]

‖u(s)‖2U . (44)

Moreover, if there are positive constants u0 and δ so that
‖u(t)‖U ≤ u0e

−δt, then ‖x(t)‖ exponentially decays to zero.

Proof: For every T̄ > 0, consider the input u over
the bounded interval [0, T̄ ] and define R := ‖u‖L2(0,T̄ ;U).
According to Theorem 3.1 and 3.2, for every x0 ∈ D(A)
and u ∈ C1([0, T̄ ];U), with ‖u‖L2(0,T̄ ;U) ≤ R, there is an
interval [0, T ], T = T (x0, R) ≤ T̄ , over which a classical
solution to the railway track model (10) exists.

Now use Lemma 4.2, and apply Grönwall’s lemma [29,
Thm. 1.4.1] to inequality (29) to obtain

V (x(t)) ≤ e−ωtV (x0) + ε3

∫ t

0

e−ω(t−s) ‖u(s)‖2U ds, (45)

for all t ∈ [0, T ]. This yields

V (x(t)) ≤ e−ωtV (x0) +
ε3
ω

(1− e−ωt) max
s∈[0,t]

‖u(s)‖2U . (46)

From Lemma 4.1, it follows that for all t ∈ [0, T ],

‖x(t)‖2 ≤ e−ωt
(
cu
cl
‖x0‖2 +

ch
cl
‖x0‖4

)
+
ε3
ω

(1− e−ωt) max
t∈[0,T̄ ]

‖u(t)‖2U . (47)

This classical solution is of course also a mild solution on
[0, T ]. Note that ‖x(t)‖ ≤M where M is independent of T.
Using [25, Thm. 6.1.4] the solution x(t) can be extended to
[0, T̄ ]. Since T̄ was arbitrary, the mild solution exists for all



t > 0. Since x0 ∈ D(A) and u ∈ C1(R+;U), Theorem 3.2
then implies that this mild solution is also a classical solution.

Furthermore, if there are positive constants u0 and δ so that
‖u(t)‖U ≤ u0e

−δt, inequality (45) yields

V (x(t)) ≤ e−ωtV (x0) + ε3u
2
0

{
e−2δt−e−ωt

ω−2δ ω 6= 2δ

e−ωt ω = 2δ
.

This shows that the Lyapunov function exponentially decays
to zero. Since the Lyapunov function V (x) bounds the norm
of the state by Lemma 4.1, the state will also exponentially
decay to zero.
For inputs with supt≥0 ‖u(t)‖U <∞, Lemma 4.1 and Lemma
4.2 result in

V̇ (x(t)) ≤ −ωcl ‖x(t)‖2 + ε3 sup
t≥0
‖u(t)‖2U . (48)

From Definition 2.4, this inequality shows that the Lyapunov
function is an ISS Lyapunov function on D = D(A).

V. STABILITY OF MILD SOLUTIONS

If the initial condition is not in D(A) or the input is
not continuously differentiable, there may be a unique mild
solution to (IVP) even though a classical solution may not
exist. In this case, the Lyapunov function from Theorem 4.3
may not be differentiable. Thus, exponential decay cannot
be shown through manipulating the derivative of Lyapunov
function. However, the proof of Theorem 4.3 can be modified
to yield a result that ensures the existence and stability of
global mild solutions for initial conditions in X and inputs in
L2
loc(0,∞;U).
Theorem 5.1: Let cl, cu, ch, ω, and ε3 be the same

constants as in Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2. If x0 ∈ X and
u ∈ L2

loc(0,∞;U), then the unique mild solution, x(t), to the
railway track IVP exists globally. For every t > 0, the mild
solution satisfies

‖x‖2C(0,t;X) + ω ‖x‖2L2(0,t;X) ≤
cu
cl
‖x0‖2 +

ch
cl
‖x0‖4

+
ε3
cl
‖u‖2L2(0,t;U) . (49)

Proof: For every T̄ > 0, consider the input u over
the bounded interval [0, T̄ ] and define R := ‖u‖L2(0,T̄ ;U).
According to Theorem 3.1, for every x0 ∈ X and R,
there is an interval [0, T ], T ≤ T̄ , over which a unique
mild solution x(t) to the railway track IVP exists. Pick a
sequence un ∈ C1([0, T ];U), with ‖un‖L2(0,T ;U) ≤ R, for
all n ∈ N, that converges to u in L2(0, T ;U). Also, pick
a sequence of initial conditions xn0 ∈ D(A) that converges
to x0 in X. Such sequences always exist since C1([0, T ],U)
is dense in L2([0, T ];U), and D(A) is densely embedded
in X. Corresponding to each initial condition xn0 and input
un(t) is a unique classical solution xn(t), t ∈ [0, T ], ensured
by Theorem 3.2. This sequence of solutions also satisfies
the equation (5) of mild solutions. The mild solution (5) is
continuous with respect to x0 ∈ X and u ∈ L2(0, T ;U). See
[25, Thm. 6.1.2] for Lipschitz continuity with respect to initial

conditions, and [26, Proposition 5.2] for Lipschitz continuity
with respect to inputs. It follows that

xn → x in C([0, T ];X) (50)

as xn0 → x0 in X and un → u in L2(0, T ;U).

The Lyapunov function is differentiable for every pair
(xn(t),un(t)), and from Lemma 4.2, its derivative satisfies

V̇ (xn(t)) ≤ ε3 ‖un(t)‖2U − ωV (xn(t)), (51)

for all t ∈ [0, T ]. Taking the integral yields

V (xn(t)) ≤V (xn0 ) + ε3

∫ t

0

‖un(s)‖2U ds

− ω
∫ t

0

V (xn(s)) ds. (52)

From Lemma 4.1, the Lyapunov function satisfies

|V (x2)− V (x1)| ≤cu
∣∣∣‖x2‖2 − ‖x1‖2

∣∣∣
+ ch

∣∣∣‖x2‖4 − ‖x1‖4
∣∣∣ ,

for all x1 and x2 in X. After some manipulation, it follows
that

|V (x2)− V (x1)| ≤ (53)(
cu + ch(‖x2‖2 + ‖x1‖2)

)
(‖x2‖+ ‖x1‖) ‖x2 − x1‖ .

Thus, for every s ∈ [0, T ], the sequence V (xn(s)) converges
to V (x(s)). The convergence is also uniform; that is, define

r = sup
n
‖xn‖C([0,T ];X) , (54)

find that

|V (xn(s))− V (x(s))| ≤ max
s∈[0,T ]

|V (xn(s))− V (x(s))|

≤
(
2cur + 4chr

3
)
‖xn − x‖C([0,T ];X) .

Thus, by the uniform convergence theorem, the integral in (52)
converges. These together with (50) imply that

V (x(t)) + ω

∫ t

0

V (x(s)) ds ≤ V (x0) + ε3

∫ t

0

‖u(s)‖2U ds

for all t ∈ [0, T ]. Apply Lemma 4.1 to this inequality and take
the maximum of both side over [0, t] to obtain

cl ‖x‖2C(0,t;X) + ωcl ‖x‖2L2(0,t;X) ≤ cu ‖x0‖2 + ch ‖x0‖4

+ ε3 ‖u‖2L2(0,t;U) . (55)

This inequality shows that the mild solution can be extended
to the interval [0, T̄ ] [25, Thm. 6.1.4]. Since T̄ was arbitrary,
the mild solution exists globally.
For inputs in PC(R+;U), a similar density argument can be
applied to prove the ISS of railway track IVP.

Corollary 5.2: The railway track IVP is input-to-state stable
(ISS) in the sense of Definition 2.3.

Proof: For every T > 0, PC([0, T ];U) ⊂ L2
loc(0,∞;U);

thus, Theorem 5.1 ensures that a unique mild solution x(t)
exists for all inputs u in PC([0, T ];U). Consider a sequence of
initial conditions xn0 ∈ D(A) converging to x0 in X, and also



a sequence of inputs un ∈ C1([0, T ];U) converging uniformly
to u ∈ PC([0, T ];U). Let xn(t) be the classical solution to
railway track IVP with initial condition xn0 and input un(t).
This solution also satisfies (5) which ensures that

xn → x in C([0, T ];X) (56)
as xn0 → x0 in X and un(t)→ u(t) uniformly.

See [25, Thm. 6.1.2] for Lipschitz continuity with respect
to initial conditions, and [26, Proposition 5.2] for Lipschitz
continuity with respect to inputs. Use Theorem 4.3 to obtain

‖xn(t)‖2 ≤ e−ωt
(
cu
cl
‖xn0‖

2
+
ch
cl
‖xn0‖

4

)
+
ε3
ω

max
t∈[0,T ]

‖un(t)‖2U . (57)

This inequality continuously depends on the norm of initial
conditions and inputs. Taking the limit yields a similar in-
equality for x(t) with x0 and u(t) replaced. Knowing that
supt≥0 ‖u(t)‖U < ∞, the ISS property in Definition 2.3
follows immediately.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The stability and well-posedness of a nonlinear railway
track model was established in this paper. Using a suitable
Lyapunov function, it was proved that the model admits a
global (in time) classical solution for a continuously dif-
ferentiable input. The solution is also exponentially stable.
For less regular inputs, belonging only to L2

loc(0,∞;U) or
PC(R+;U), existence and stability of a mild solution as well
as input-to-state stability (ISS) of the model were established.
Current research is concerned with extending the results of
this paper to more general nonlinear structural models.
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